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Symbolic Capital and the 
Production Discourse of 
The American Music Show: 
A Microhistory of Atlanta 
Cable Access
by CHARLOTTE E. HOWELL
Abstract: The American Music Show, an Atlanta cable public access television show 
that ran from 1981 to 2005, is not only a forgotten piece of production history but also a 
fertile case study. This article—situated in both local Atlanta and national cable access 
contexts in which the show began—uses the tools of production studies to construct 
a microhistory of local cable access, analyzing the hopes, ideals, ethos, and actual 
production practices that surrounded the show. The producers of The American Music 
Show refl ect on their work in the initial years of the show as creatively avant-garde but 
ultimately limited within the commercial structures of television. It is that tension that 
has enabled them to claim part of the show’s symbolic capital.
I
n the early 1980s, Atlanta city councilman James Bond could often be found 
with his video camera and a homemade sticker for The American Music Show
(People TV, 1981–2005), the local cable access show he hosted and produced. 
At political events, concerts, and sports arenas, Bond found celebrities in Atlanta 
who would, as requested but often untruthfully, proclaim to the camera, “I watch 
The American Music Show.” James Brown encountered Bond at an Atlanta Hawks 
basketball game and said the tagline for Bond’s camera. George H. W. Bush did 
the same after asking Bond, somewhat facetiously, if  saying it on camera would get 
him in trouble.1
 George H. W. Bush’s worry was a joke in the early 1980s but has become a 
serious question for politicians who face the potential of  YouTube infamy. In the 
1980s, however, such exposure was extremely limited. There was no possibility of  
1 James Bond, interview by author, Atlanta, GA, July 10, 2012.
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the show’s celebrity endorsements going viral because the producers of  the show and 
the channel that aired it did not generally preserve copies. They kept and maintained 
few existing recordings (the producers even often taped over their own show). Like 
live television of  the 1950s that often survives only through kinescope, the record of  
much local public access television, particularly in those early days of  access television, 
is similarly piecemeal. This article explores one particular cable access show, The 
American Music Show, as an illuminating example of  local cable access outside of  the 
entertainment hubs of  New York City and Los Angeles. The American Music Show was 
a young public access series that aired late at night, weekly, from 1981 to 2005 on the 
Atlanta cable access channel. This article focuses on the show’s early 1980s incarnation 
because that was the period of  initial promise and hope for both the show and the 
cable access form. The American Music Show illustrates a locally specific articulation of  
the utopic hopes attached to early cable access. By talking to individuals who worked 
on the show and analyzing their remembrances in the context of  wider discourses 
of  cable access in the 1980s, we can better understand the negotiation of  value by 
amateurs whose only compensation for their work was symbolic. This article explores 
the historical and industrial contexts out of  which The American Music Show emerged 
before exploring the program’s production.
 The American Music Show was designed by and for a very specific subcultural 
community, and because of  that, its cultural presence was typically as fleeting as 
the changeability of  the artistic community that produced it and the audience that 
consumed it. The show evokes the melancholic aspect of  ephemeral media that William 
Uricchio identifies in his contribution to Paul Grainge’s Ephemeral Media anthology.2 
Where Uricchio refers to the materiality of  a medium itself, the melancholy arises 
not just from the fleeting nature of  The American Music Show; it also is connected with 
nostalgia for the bygone days of  hopefulness regarding cable television, particularly 
public access. The producers’ retrospective memories must be treated as evidence, yes, 
but evidence that is shaded both by the ephemerality of  the show and by the nostalgic 
characterization of  the time, in their personal recollections and in the broader context 
of  television history. 
 The interviews with the show’s personnel from the early 1980s provide factual 
material about the production and strongly indicate ephemerality as well, as the 
memories recounted in these interviews are fleeting, spontaneous, and intangible. 
Producers situated their work and the show amid the tension between the commercial 
naïveté of  the early years of  cable and the avant-garde artistry of  their work. The 
American Music Show and the people who produced it in the early years of  Atlanta cable 
access thus gain symbolic capital, that is, “recogni[tion] as legitimate competence” 
outside of  economic capital exchanges.3 They achieved this in three distinct ways: 
articulating the show’s subcultural capital among hip and queer communities of  
2 William Uricchio, “The Recurrent, the Recombinatory, and the Ephemeral,” in Ephemeral Media, ed. Paul Grainge 
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2011), 25.
3 Pierre Bourdieu, “The Forms of Capital,” in Handbook of Theory and Research for the Sociology of Education, ed. 
J. Richardson (Westport, CT: Greenwood, 1986), 244.
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Atlanta; characterizing their work as spontaneous, authentic art; and evoking RuPaul’s 
appearances on the show as claims to wider significance.
 The American Music Show was primarily a comedy program, populated mostly 
with live skits that sometimes included “gag” musical performances, interviews, and 
additional sections such as pretaped segments from concerts and cabaret acts at various 
Atlanta venues, or a walking tour of  the local gay cruising spots in Midtown Atlanta’s 
Piedmont Park. Through comedy, the show evoked antiestablishment hipness, similar 
to programming trends on earlier cable access channels in New York but locally specific 
to Atlanta and the American South. A skit titled “LaShonda’s Pat Nixon Walking Dead 
Beauty School,” for example, advertised how to “use anorexia and bulimia as a beauty 
tool.” It featured the personal branding of  LaShonda Peek, a recurring character 
on the show, as a wannabe celebrity Southern belle. The skit, emphasizing the 
performance of  femininity by both LaShonda and Pat Nixon and the commodification 
of  that performance, gives a concrete sense of  what the show was like: irreverent, 
antiestablishment, Southern, and unconcerned with notions of  good taste. 
 Using the interviews and a few remaining sketches currently on YouTube, as 
well as archival research about the early years of  cable access both nationally and in 
Atlanta, my study analyzes the first few years of  The American Music Show and locates 
it in the context of  cable (access) history. To this material, I apply Bourdieu’s concept 
of  symbolic capital and Sarah Thornton’s articulation of  subcultural capital, which 
allow me to identify and categorize The American Music Show in terms of  its production 
form as a local, noncommercial access program.4 Within production studies, a focus 
on this form of  programming nuances our understanding of  the possibilities for local 
television production in the early 1980s and expands the history of  both the gay club 
scene in 1980s Atlanta and the queer potential of  cable access, which until now has 
tended to focus on New York City. The tale of  The American Music Show is particularly 
compelling, as it featured early appearances by then-teenaged Atlanta resident and 
performer RuPaul, whom many of  the producers mention as a touchstone of  influence 
and being ahead of  his time. RuPaul acts as an object example of  The American Music 
Show’s symbolic capital: it was cool enough to attract RuPaul and partially enable his 
growth into a celebrity.
 The American Music Show was developed by a group of  young performers and activists 
in a time and place where the boundaries of  the cultural landscape were perceived to 
be expanding and opening wide, granting them room in the burgeoning realm of  do-
it-yourself  public access television. They found a space within which they could claim 
ownership and authorship over a public resource and its resulting influence on local 
and—by virtue of  RuPaul—wider subculture. I focus on the early years of  a program 
that ran for nearly twenty-five years on Atlanta cable access because it was the time 
in which this sense of  promise imbued the show with vitality, at least in the memories 
4 Pierre Bourdieu, The Field of Cultural Production: Essays on Art and Literature, trans. Randall Johnson (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1993); Sarah Thornton, Club Cultures (Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 1995). 
The archives used include more local newspaper archives from the 1980s and the informal, personal archives of 
both Reina Oostingh and James Bond, both of whom generously provided me with abundant interesting materials. 
However, the historical traces for what else was on public access at the time or the flow of an episode in the context 
of other programs are scarce.
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of  those who worked on it. All four of  my contacts (identified later here) worked on 
the show during that era. The producers and performers believed they were part of  
something revolutionary, if  not in the political sense, then certainly in the cultural 
sense. They characterized the show as fun, strange, and unlike anything else on 
broadcast and local television of  the time. Their memories, as narratives of  themselves 
and as meta-level reflections on the show, permit us to apply John T. Caldwell’s theory 
of  reflexivity and Bourdieu’s theory of  symbolic capital.5
 The backbone of  my research consists of  interviews with four individuals involved 
in producing and performing The American Music Show in the early 1980s: James Bond, 
Potsy Duncan, Tom Zarilli, and Reina Oostingh. As I discovered through the course 
of  my research, to give these individuals titles implies more organization than the 
interviewees claimed existed during the production process. Nonetheless, insofar as 
their primary tasks influenced how each tells the story of  his or her work on the show, 
it’s necessary to give some minimal personnel description. James Bond was the cohost 
with Dick Richards during this time; Potsy Duncan was the producer and main camera 
operator, as well as occasional on-screen performer. Tom Zarilli and Reina Oostingh 
were frequent performers on the show. All had different primary employment, and 
The American Music Show was for them an after-hours creative pursuit. Oostingh was a 
lawyer, and Zarilli worked at various clubs around Atlanta. Duncan and Bond had day 
jobs but also worked as activists promoting cable access; they believed in the dream of  
localism for the young medium.
The Dream: Public Access and Localism. For the individuals involved, the public 
access of  The American Music Show opened up the possibility of  appealing to a small 
and underrepresented segment of  the public with a highly eccentric production that 
would never make it commercially given the status quo of  commercial television. The 
idea of  public access television as being potentially revolutionary is a common theme 
in histories of  the format’s early years, during the 1960s and 1970s. In the 1960s, local 
television existed as CATV, or community antenna television. As cable expanded its 
commercial interests, local television became endangered. In response to this threat, in 
1972 public access television in America was mandated in a top-down directive from 
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in the expanding cable market.6 
This is not to say that cable access did not begin until 1972, as New York City had two 
devoted cable access channels well established by this time. However, during the late 
1960s and early 1970s local television shifted from CATV to the more commercial and 
competition-based cable system. In these conditions, public access on cable was one 
way to satisfy the public interest mandate of  the FCC.7 CATV’s focus on community 
and localism, even if  just as a way to bring television to those whom over-the-air 
signals didn’t reach, forms the basis of  cable access and its raison d’être. The idea of  
5 John Thornton Caldwell, Production Culture: Industrial Reflexivity and Critical Practice in Film and Television 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2008).
6 Linda K. Fuller, Community Television in the United States (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1994), 1.
7 Thomas Streeter, “Blue Skies and Strange Bedfellows: The Discourse of Cable Television,” in The Revolution Wasn’t 
Televised: Sixties Television and Social Conflict, ed. Lynn Spigel and Michael Curtin (New York: Routledge, 1997), 
225.
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localism in the burgeoning cable industry had been officially ingrained in television 
since the FCC’s 1968 Notice of  Inquiry, which set the groundwork for FCC rules that 
“ordered all cable systems with 3,500 or more subscribers to create a channel for local 
origination programming. Part of  the rationale was the value of  cable as a means of  
local community expression, especially in service to minority interests.”8 With the 1968 
notice, local cable access was born as a possibility within larger markets.9 Significantly, 
it transformed small-town localism (of  CATV) to large-market localism. 
 A concern with political voice is evident in FCC directives. In 1972, the FCC dictated 
specific access requirements that remained the standard in local franchise contracts for 
establishing cable systems in the 1970s and 1980s.10 Arising out of  the first steps of  
cable access in the late 1960s and coinciding with the domestic and political unrest 
of  the era, public access channels were “seen as the spearhead for the cable version 
of  the town square or the electronic town hall,” a place for communities to create a 
visible, televised public sphere that could reach more people than ever before.11 As 
Megan Mullen argues, these blue-sky claims “had a profound effect on the cable policy 
initiated during this period [that preceded cable’s rise in the late 1970s].”12 Moreover, 
in the content they produced, these access channels were relatively unimpeded by cable 
system owners because “federal law prohibited interference in editorial content.”13 
This allowed cable access programming a level of  freedom that fit with its utopian 
ideation. Cable access was television by the people, for the people, protected by the 
government, and open for a free exchange of  ideas and entertainments that spoke 
directly to the local community, which in this case was an urban, creative subculture. 
This construction of  cable access as a space of  freedom of  expression informed the 
production of  an eccentric show like The American Music Show and allowed cable access 
to become a space for queer expression, notably in the 1970s in New York and in the 
1980s in Atlanta, as exemplified by The American Music Show. 
 The cable access experiment began in New York City where “CATV franchises, 
awarded in August, 1970, were the first in the country to require cable companies to 
reserve special channels for leasing to members of  the public on a first-come, first-
served basis and according to time allocations that would assure access to as many 
people as possible.”14 The dream was simple, and in New York one of  its chief  
advocates was Fred W. Friendly, who used his position on the Mayor’s Task Force on 
CATV and Telecommunications to push for public access.15 The hope for cable access 
8 Patrick R. Parsons, Blue Skies: A History of Cable Television (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 2008), 256.
9 Ibid., 257.
10 Ibid., 374.
11 Ibid.
12 Megan Mullen, The Rise of Cable Programming in the United States: Revolution or Evolution? (Austin: University 
of Texas Press, 2003), 65.
13 Parsons, Blue Skies, 375.
14 Stephanie Harrington, “What’s All This on TV? Naked Man in Bath, Traffic-Light Protest, School-Board Hassle, 
Real-Estate Advice TV View from the Storefront Body Movements’ Picture Credits Public Access Players: School 
Boards, Block Associations, Feminists, Gay Activists, the Boy Scouts and a Man Who Wanted to Share His Enthu-
siasm for Shakespeare,” New York Times, May 27, 1973.
15 Ibid.
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to return television to its public interest mandates is made evident by Friendly’s role in 
its beginning. Earlier in his career Friendly was the head of  CBS News during Edward 
R. Murrow’s heyday and the producer of  Murrow’s See It Now (CBS, 1951–1958). 
Friendly’s work at CBS News in the 1950s is often represented as a prominent example 
of  a public servant dedicated to public-interest programming.16 In his autobiography, 
Due to Circumstances beyond Our Control, Friendly often asserts an antagonistic relationship 
between the commercial interests of  the television networks, specifically CBS, with 
which he had direct dealings, and the directive that they act within the “public interest, 
convenience, and necessity” dictated by the Radio Act of  1927.17 Though the meaning 
of  “public interest” is contested, Friendly maintained an educational, public service–
oriented definition of  the concept and closes his book by recounting his hope that 
satellite television and other new technologies of  the 1960s and 1970s could fulfill the 
public interest mandate that the network had generally abandoned.18 This hope led to 
and informed his appointment to the New York task force that initiated public access 
television. Friendly’s convictions illuminate the milieu in which cable access arose.
 However, from the awarding of  cable access franchising through the first few years 
of  their operation, education and public service were implemented in ways Friendly 
had likely never predicted. Public access presented a wide variety of  voices and 
programming, some of  it traditionally educational and public service, much of  it quite 
humdrum, and some of  it idiosyncratic. According to a New York Times article:
In the nearly two years since Channels C and D [New York City’s access 
channels] were inaugurated in July 1, 1971, community and special interest 
organizations, nonprofit video production groups, experimental video artists 
and film makers, an adult branch of  the Boy Scouts, and even a man who 
just wanted to share his enthusiasm for Shakespeare with the viewing public 
have provided about 1500 hours of  programming that has included school 
board meetings, block-association events, traffic light protests, discussion of  
tactics by Gay Liberation activists, abstract tapes, experimental films, ecol-
ogy projects, children’s stories, antiwar protests, information about real estate, 
housing and business administration, feminist news, and even flying lessons.19 
The Times article provides a broad view of  programming, downplaying the most 
notable shows that featured controversial content that sought to test both First 
Amendment protections and establishment taste cultures. Most famous among this 
work was that produced by artist Anton Perich, who was part of  “a serious, if  loosely-
connected, counterestablishment media movement; it includes community activists 
and video enthusiasts who aim not only to challenge censorship but to change the very 
16 Ibid.
17 Michele Hilmes, Only Connect: A Cultural History of Broadcasting in America, 4th ed. (Boston: Wadsworth, Cen-
gage Learning, 2014), 68.
18 Fred W. Friendly, Due to Circumstances beyond Our Control . . . (New York: Random House Publishing Group, 
1967).
19 Harrington, “What’s All This.”
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way we think about television.”20 Perich was the movement’s key activist. He created 
any number of  programs for New York City’s Channel C that had “a great amount 
of  nudity, explicit discussion, and display of  adult bodies,” but despite his deliberately 
incendiary content he did not face censorship.21 Declarations of  obscenity and the 
resulting censorship did eventually make their way into New York cable access, but not 
until 1976.22 By 1982, just as Atlanta’s public access was finding its metaphorical feet, 
the state of  New York cable access was described as follows: 
In general, more individuals than organizations use the channels. The pre-
dominant program categories are public affairs, religion, and variety/en-
tertainment; dark rumors not withstanding, in New York City there is little 
pornography, of  even the soft-core variety, on C and D these days. . . . Some 
ethnic groups—for example, New York City’s black population—have dis-
covered an outlet in public access that they do not find on local commercial 
or public television.23 
Thus, according to the New York Times report, even after a dozen years that included 
testing the freedoms of  cable access, New York City’s system was still predominantly 
about local promise of  cable access to serve underrepresented publics outside of  
the commercial television structures. However, as the decades passed, the power 
of  those commercial structures asserted its dominance over the utopian hopes. 
As Thomas Streeter argues, “The history of  cable television is a solid example of  
corporate liberal industrial logic at work: . . . cable has been gradually, if  occasionally 
awkwardly, integrated into the American corporate system of  electronic media and 
communications technologies.”24 Cable access in both New York and later Atlanta 
eventually became fully integrated into the corporate system, beyond the reach of  the 
utopian dream it once represented.
 Even years after the political and cultural optimism of  public access was tempered 
in the more established markets like New York City, Cable Atlanta—the company 
expanded and was required to provide cable access in Atlanta—positioned itself  as 
open and democratic, pledging to build a system and studios that, according to a 
1980 Atlanta Constitution article, “could eclipse those operating in Manhattan, surely 
the best-known public access market in America,” and would include free access and 
training for interested producers.25 The same article cites the director of  Atlanta public 
access, Jabari Simana, as saying, “It’s essential this medium stay open as a voice for 
people who have historically been denied a voice—minorities, women, senior citizens, 
the handicapped. It should get into controversial areas, explore questions, and not let 
20 Ibid.
21 Fred Ferretti, “No Censor, No Limits on Public Access Cable TV: Free Air Time a Must Aired after 10 P.M.,” New 
York Times, May 7, 1974.
22 Les Brown, “Manhattan Cable Bars ‘Obscenity,’” New York Times, May 14, 1976.
23 Alexis Greene, “Is Public-Access TV Doing Its Job? Are Public-Access Channels Fulfilling Their Promise?,” New 
York Times, August 22, 1982. 
24 Thomas Streeter, Selling the Air: A Critique of the Policy of Commercial Broadcasting in the United States (Chi-
cago: University of Chicago Press, 1996), 180. 
25 Frasier Moore, “Television Free-for-All,” Atlanta Constitution, November 23, 1980.
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special interests gain hegemony over program possibilities.”26 Such pronouncements 
echo scholarly and politicized discourses about public access television and its potential 
for realizing equality. For example, Gilbert Gillespie in 1975, at the dawn of  public 
access, published Public Access Cable Television in the United States and Canada (referred to as 
PACT), an explanation of  the access system with activist undertones. Gillespie envisions 
“the possible democratizing effects of  public access to the media” and goes as far as 
to write, “PACT is an intelligent way to mobilize socioeconomic revolution without 
violence.”27 Although most of  the academic studies of  public access that followed 
don’t approach Gillespie’s level of  revolutionary optimism, the thread continues even 
twenty years later. Linda K. Fuller writes in 1994, “[T]he idea [behind public access] 
is freedom from the cable operator for grassroots, decentralized media. In its purest 
form, public access is operated non-hierarchically by artistic and/or advocacy-oriented 
volunteers.”28 Fuller tempers such optimism by discussing it in terms of  an ideal, but 
the story of  public access as an egalitarian media is an enduring one. 
 James Bond, who took the first steps to creating The American Music Show, was an 
Atlanta city councilman from 1975 to 1981. In that position he was instrumental 
in bringing cable access to Atlanta. Bond describes the format’s potential as more 
pragmatic and capitalistic than political or revolutionary. He described Atlanta as 
being in the “right place at the right time” to take advantage of  antitrust governmental 
action against Cox Communications that forced Atlanta’s cable providers to agree to 
certain amenities—most notably, free production facilities.29 Although free production 
sounds like it would facilitate access, in the New York example it had problems, as the 
Atlanta Constitution article “Television Free-for-All” explained:
Perhaps the most fundamental difference between public access in the Big 
Apple and the Big Peach has to do with money. Neither Manhattan cable 
firm offers free production facilities. In fact, Manhattan Cable offers no facili-
ties at all—only completed tapes can be accepted. . . . “We tried volunteer 
crews at first, too,” says [Trygve] Lund [Teleprompter’s director of  public 
access in New York City] when told of  Cable Atlanta’s plan and warns, “it 
will eventually cost more in maintenance than it’s worth.”30
In this article, the egalitarian vision of  openness is restrained by the reality of  the nuts 
and bolts of  production and the need for volunteers to run it. As Thomas Streeter writes, 
regarding the dreams of  cable as an instrument encouraging freedom and equality, 
“[T]he hopes for diversity and democracy may have been naïve, but they were rarely 
cynical; they were largely fueled by genuine social and political concerns.”31 Lund’s 
predictions of  the long-term impracticality of  the volunteer model eventually came 
26 Ibid.
27 Gilbert Gillespie, Public Access Cable Television in the United States and Canada (New York: Praeger, 1975), v; 
ibid., 83.
28 Fuller, Community Television, 7.
29 Bond interview, July 10, 2012.
30 Moore, “Television Free-for-All,” 23. 
31 Streeter, “Blue Skies,” 240.
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to pass, which, along with the disappointing reality that public access did not produce 
revolutionary effects, tempered the promise that surrounded the early years of  The 
American Music Show and those who worked on it. Serious hopes that cable access would 
facilitate the attainment of  basic American political ideals of  democracy and equality, 
providing freedom of  voice unencumbered by commercial interests, struck a chord in 
the era. Providing the means of  production in Cable Atlanta removed an economic 
barrier as well. The stars aligned for the Cable Atlanta access programming to fulfill 
the dream, but clearly it didn’t fulfill its potential. Commercial forms reasserted their 
power and dominance by the 1990s in such a way as to keep cable access content and 
productions marginalized. The interviewees generally expressed nostalgia for the early 
1980s, with some who worked on the show for years after that time discussing a sense 
of  loss after that initial period of  potential.32 The symbolic capital gained in those 
early years did not last.
The Two Atlantas of the 1980s: Corporate Boosterism and Subculture. Just 
as in New York City, cable in Atlanta was initially accessible only to the privileged. 
In Atlanta, this was in the affluent, white, northern areas of  the city. Thus, cable in 
Atlanta became part of  the city’s long history of  segregation along the north-south 
divide. The American Music Show occupied a liminal space among the many ways of  
conceiving of  the “two Atlantas”: it was produced in James Bond’s basement in the 
southern, black part of  the city but was only visible in the northern white areas; it 
evoked antiestablishment hipness as a form of  subcultural capital even as it was mainly 
viewable by the white establishment areas of  the city; and it blurred the lines between 
straight and queer performance. The slippery liminality of  The American Music Show 
reflects 1980s Atlanta and its character at the time. 
 By the time cable came to Atlanta, it had been branded as “a city too busy to hate” 
for two decades, a slogan meant to indicate a move away from Atlanta’s racist past 
and toward a cosmopolitan capitalist future.33 Indeed, those decades saw a dramatic 
economic expansion and the development of  new alignments of  power within the 
city. During that time, “twenty of  the world’s largest banks opened up branches 
in Atlanta,” bringing worldwide capital into the Southern capital in a push that 
coincided with Atlanta’s growing cosmopolitanism.34 One of  the greatest markers of  
the city’s newfound worldwide presence was also the result of  decades of  mainstream 
boosterism that culminated in the launch of  early national cable channels TBS and 
CNN, with headquarters in Atlanta and established by native son Ted Turner.35 By the 
1980s, decades of  Atlanta boosterism and commercial repositioning had transformed 
the economy. Interweaving this with the opposition of  the two Atlantas created a 
city with many moving parts, out of  which emerged unprecedented cultural spheres 
through which one could float. The subculture that The American Music Show sought to 
appeal to was one such sphere.
32 Tom Zarilli, interview by author, Atlanta, GA, July 12, 2012
33 Charles Rutheiser, Imagineering Atlanta (New York: Verso, 1996), 47.
34 Ibid., 72.
35 Rutheiser, Imagineering Atlanta, 70.
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 One of  the key developments in building the subculture to which The American 
Music Show appealed was the growth of  gay neighborhoods in Midtown and Virginia 
Highlands. Cultural geographer Charles Rutheiser describes this growth as follows: 
Many small theaters and arts venues continued to thrive in the neighborhood 
and the existing stock of  early-twentieth-century homes in Midtown and 
nearby Virginia-Highland attracted the first wave of  gay gentrifiers. While 
the definitive history of  Atlanta as “Gay Mecca” has yet to be written, it is 
nonetheless clear that the immigration of  gay and lesbian artists, designers, 
and other cultural producers is closely related to the florescence of  the cre-
ative arts in Atlanta within the last two decades. Beginning in the late 1970s, 
Midtown emerged as the epicenter of  an increasingly large and nationally 
known gay community, even as the state of  Georgia maintained some of  the 
strictest anti-sodomy statutes on the books. By the 1980s, the positive image 
of  “Hotlanta” was well established in the gay media.36 
The gay community in Atlanta was a key segment of  The American Music Show’s 
audience base and, as the show progressed, its performance base. The gay community 
in Atlanta and those with affinities for queer artistic sensibilities were the in-group to 
which the show’s subcultural capital appealed.
 The potential for cable access was also a potential for localism to give voice to 
those underserved publics who rarely saw themselves and their culture represented 
on television. One of  those publics in 1980s Atlanta was the gay community, which 
had been established for decades by that point. From the 1950s to the 1970s, “Atlanta 
developed a small interpersonal web of  bars, friendship networks, leftist political 
groups, and clandestine social events” that catered to its queer community.37 As 
Arnold Fleischmann and Jason Hardman describe in their analysis of  the gay rights 
movement’s history in Atlanta, as early as 1972, “the newly organized gay and lesbian 
community was represented on a local television and radio show [that predated The 
American Music Show].”38 Although the gay and lesbian community in Atlanta in the 
1970s was organized politically, “largely because of  the strength of  the opposition 
during the 1950s and 1960s, gays and lesbians in Atlanta relied upon bars, friendship 
circles, and informal discussion groups informing collective identity.”39 The gay bar 
and nightclub culture established itself  as a beacon for drag performers in the 1960s 
and 1970s, to the point that James T. Sears described it as “the Hollywood of  drag” 
in his study of  the Stonewall South.40 And it is from that community of  drag bars and 
queer-friendly nightclubs that The American Music Show gained much of  its subcultural 
36 Ibid., 60.
37 Arnold Fleischmann and Jason Hardman, “Hitting below the Bible Belt: The Development of the Gay Rights Move-
ment in Atlanta,” Journal of Urban Affairs 26, no. 4 (2004): 414.
38 Ibid., 414–415.
39 Ibid., 423.
40 James T. Sears, Rebels, Rubyfruit, and Rhinestones: Queering Space in the Stonewall South (New Brunswick, NJ: 
Rutgers University Press, 2001), 153.
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capital: a narrower variation of  symbolic capital, overtly contained within commercial 
systems.
 The American Music Show traded in hipness, which Sarah Thornton identifies as 
“a form of  subcultural capital. . . . Subcultural capital confers status on its owner 
in the eyes of  the relevant beholder.”41 It operates within a distinct taste culture. 
Subcultural capital is located not in opposition to commercial interests (and in fact 
often has its own systems of  capitalist exchange) but in opposition to consumption of  
the subculture’s “other,” which Thompson calls the “perpetually absent, denigrated 
other—the ‘mainstream.’”42 Thus, the conferral of  subcultural capital in this context 
was heavily influenced by what was deemed “mainstream.” In 1980s Atlanta, this 
was often the overt allegiance to corporate capitalism illustrated by establishment 
boosterism. Thus, the taste culture in which The American Music Show arose and to 
which it appealed was heavily influenced by the queer club scene in Atlanta that 
bridged the gap between the rise of  Atlanta as a gay capital and as a party capital for 
its youth and countercultural population. In the 1970s, “journalists helped popularize 
the notion of  Atlanta as a ‘party town’ . . . [where] young singles, and a wide variety 
of  bars, discotheques, and related venues developed to meet the demands of  the 
marketplace.”43 As described in James T. Sears’s exploration of  the Stonewall South, 
during this time “discos and show bars flourished in the South and Atlanta was the 
Hollywood of  drag.”44
 While the taste communities of  Atlanta were coalescing and gaining prominence 
in the early 1980s, mainstream Atlanta in the 1980s was becoming a worldwide 
economic capital, the most cosmopolitan of  Southern cities, and a communications 
industry hub. Cable television availability made sense for those in Atlanta who helped 
establish the city as an international communications capital, who by then could see 
the fruits of  their labor for the city in the form of  CNN’s success in placing Atlanta at 
the center of  the television news map. 
 Yet this boosterism was still predominantly white until black political power built 
on mid-1970s elections to become firmly established in the city for the first time. 
The 1980s “united Atlanta’s largely white corporate elite with its newly empowered 
African-American political establishment in a bond of  mutual pecuniary advantage: 
a mixed and often quite contentious public-private partnership of  white money and 
black power.”45 Capitalist cooperation, however, did not extend to the economic and 
material reality of  the geographically, racially divided Atlanta. During its development 
toward the image of  international metropolis in the 1980s, Atlanta was embarrassed 
on a national scale because of  the geographic “wall” that separated the northern, 
white areas of  the city from the southern, black areas—a divide that continues to be 
marked by the fact that its major north-south avenues bear different names on either 
41 Thornton, Club Cultures, 11.
42 Ibid., 5.
43 Rutheiser, Imagineering Atlanta, 60.
44 Sears, Rebels, 153.
45 Ibid., 179.
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side of  the “wall.”46 This wall was the subject of  national publicity and was further 
entrenched when cable came to the north of  the wall but not south of  it, at least not 
until some years later when southern Atlanta became of  commercial interest to the 
cable corporations.
 The two Atlantas, manifest in both the local cable availability and its national 
symbolic headquarters, thanks to Turner, reflected the multifaceted “two Atlantas” 
of  the early 1980s. Atlanta was divided along racial, geographic, technological, and 
cultural lines, but those lines were also more permeable in the early 1980s because of  
the plasticity of  emergent subcultures, which formed around rapid change in many 
cultural spheres at once: economic, racial, entertainment, community, and communica-
tion. New patterns were taking shape but had not fully stabilized. And in that fluidity, 
The American Music Show arose and exemplified that liminality. A vision of  a not-yet- 
stabilized Atlanta appears in its various sketches that challenged notions of  set identi-
ties: cis women in drag costuming, exaggerating the performativity of  Southern femi-
ninity within their own gender; straight men dressing in drag without the drag being 
the butt of  the joke; and even a white man performing as Louis Farrakhan, without the 
usual markers of  racial performance, makeup, and vocal inflection (Figure 1). The flu-
idity of  gender, sexuality, and race among the performers and producers of  The Ameri-
can Music Show reflects the brief  moment of  similar flexibility among the spheres of  
Atlanta’s subcultures. Moreover, the plasticity of  identity allowed the majority-straight 
46 Ronald H. Bayor, Race and the Shaping of Twentieth-Century Atlanta (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 1996), 67.
Figure 1. The American Music Show news correspondent Wanda Peek interviewing “Louis Farrakhan,” 
People TV, circa 1982.
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performers of  the early years to feel like they had gained access to the queer subculture 
and its symbolic capital of  recognition and hipness.
The Stories They Tell Themselves: A Production Study Approach. Discussing 
the show in interviews, The American Music Show personnel have reflected on their work 
and their product. These memories can be located within the dialectics of  production 
labor in television. In a public-service arm of  a commercial technology, such as cable 
access, which is nonprofit but relies on subscribers to the service, the “laborers” are 
constantly negotiating between alienated production on the one hand and creative 
expression on the other hand. For example—as recognized by Laura Grindstaff in 
The Money Shot—the producers of  low-cost daytime reality talk shows (such as Geraldo 
[syndication, 1987–1998]) repeatedly identify themselves as facilitators instead of  
creators, carrying out institutionalized emotional work more than creative labor.47 In 
genres and television forms that are rarely associated with art or are even cast as the 
“trash” of  television, like talk shows or volunteer-only cable access shows, there is a 
reluctance to characterize the work done by the producers, especially those who are 
not positioned as artists, as creative. Instead, many laborers focus on the work they do 
that makes the television program happen instead of  their individual creative agency. 
Although their enterprise was identified as highly creative and open, the personnel 
of  The American Music Show also downplay the artistry of  their work in favor of  craft 
assessments.48 Reina Oostingh, in speaking of  working on The American Music Show, 
emphasized the artistry of  the producers but also noted their reluctance at the time 
to claim that they were producing “high art.” She said of  the show in retrospect, “We 
were not pretentious enough at the time to call it performance art but that’s what it 
was.”49 Georgina Born’s anthropological study of  BBC productions—a public system 
of  noncommercial television, albeit different from public access—similarly found 
producers of  both scripted and nonscripted television effacing creativity and viewing 
their work in a post-Fordist neoliberal context that left little room for creativity.50
 The centrality of  the media laborer in negotiating the art-commerce dialectic 
is explicitly argued in Production Studies, whose editors introduce the collection with 
the following figuration of  the negotiated space of  the worker: “The paradox of  
the media worker is that the promise of  autonomy, creativity, fame, or wealth still 
oversupplies the labor market, allowing media industries to control the mise-en-scene 
(setting and action) of  production narratives.”51 Thus, the media laborer occupies and 
negotiates space between creativity and commercialism, but that space is inscribed 
47 Laura Grindstaff, The Money Shot (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002), 135.
48 See Miranda J. Banks, “Gender Below-the-Line: Defining Feminist Production Studies,” in Production Studies, 
ed. Vicki Mayer, Miranda J. Banks, and John T. Caldwell (New York: Routledge, 2009), 87–98; Denise Mann, “It’s 
Not TV, It’s Brand Management TV: The Collective Author(s) of the Lost Franchise,” in Production Studies, ed. 
Vicki Mayer, Miranda J. Banks, and John T. Caldwell (New York: Routledge, 2009), 99–114; Caldwell, Production 
Culture.
49 Reina Oostingh, interview by author, Charlottesville, VA, July 6, 2012.
50 Georgina Born, Uncertain Vision (London: Vintage, 2005), 215.
51 Vicki Mayer, Miranda J. Banks, and John T. Caldwell, introduction to Production Studies (New York: Routledge, 
2009), 4.
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by the discursive narratives the industry allows its laborers to tell, in terms of  both 
contractual and cultural constraints. Appropriating this understanding and focus 
on media production workers in analyzing The American Music Show interviews is 
particularly useful insofar as applying it to this particular example reveals an attendant 
focus on individual agency and the potential for resistance that can be lost in more 
macro-level studies of  media industries. 
 Another aspect of  production labor also applies: resistance to corporate power 
as part of  creative autonomy. As Sarah Baker and David Hesmondhalgh discuss, 
the focus on agency in creative labor often is inflected through notions of  art and 
autonomy, for “many creative workers . . . can be thought of  as craft and professional 
workers, and seek forms of  autonomy—though with crucial differences deriving from 
the particular status of  aesthetic autonomy.”52 Thus, the focus on labor in production 
studies also foregrounds the tension between art and consolidated commercial power 
that imbued media industry studies. 
 A dimension of  this is particularly relevant for The American Music Show in the 
context of  the economic development of  Atlanta and the resultant fluidity of  identity 
and subcultural expression. Caldwell identifies the unstable spaces in which these 
negotiations often occur with the potential for resistance to corporate power. He writes 
that “critical self-theorizing by workers about new technologies and their aesthetic 
dimensions invariably animates and marks the duration and intensity of  these conflicts 
and realignments.”53 Whereas Caldwell identifies the introduction of  new technologies 
as a space for potential negotiation, Vicki Mayer critiques the increasing bias toward 
commerce even during these times of  instability in her production study Below the Line. 
She argues that “the abstraction of  television’s value in society relies on the agency of  
workers not only to produce things that the industry needs, such as a bit of  content 
or a broad policy statement, but also to produce themselves in the service of  capital 
expansion.”54 Despite Mayer’s pessimism about the cooptation of  worker agency, 
through her focus—and that of  others, like Miranda J. Banks—on below-the-line 
workers, production studies is able to stake a political claim. These studies emphasize 
the persistence of  worker agency and the negotiation of  art and commerce in the 
media industries. Insofar as my interviews analyze the stories amateur workers tell 
themselves, I use this theoretical frame to study their media labor. Moreover, the echoes 
of  commercial media workers’ narratives in the recounted memories of  The American 
Music Show’s amateur workers illustrate the power of  commercial media in crafting the 
boundaries of  how work is discussed. The cable access performers had some of  the 
same hopes as commercial media workers for eventual fame and fortune and often 
paralleled the deference to craft that media workers tend to apply to themselves. The 
amateurs, however, had neither contracts nor compensation to navigate; instead, they 
relied on symbolic capital alone to justify their work.
52 David Hesmondhalgh and Sarah Baker, Creative Labour: Media Work in Three Cultural Industries (Routledge, 
2011), 31–32.
53 Caldwell, Production Culture, 154.
54 Vicki Mayer, Below the Line: Producers and Production Studies in the New Television Economy (Durham, NC: Duke 
University Press, 2011), 3.
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 My purpose in reviewing the show’s production, its aesthetic, and its influence is to 
frame my analysis of  this localized television microhistory of  The American Music Show. 
In so doing, I seek to broaden the fields of  both television studies and production studies 
to include local, ephemeral, and self-consciously artistic (rather than commercial) 
television and the labor cultures that produce it. The following sections break out some 
of  the key themes that arose from my research of  The American Music Show as elements 
of  a concrete example of  production discourse: subcultural capital in 1980s Atlanta, 
spontaneity and freedom in the context of  Atlanta cable access, and fostering RuPaul 
as a local talent who eventually became a national celebrity.
The Production: Authorship, Artistry, and Subcultural Capital. The American 
Music Show began in the 1970s as a radio show on independent station WRFG (89.3 
FM), hosted by James Bond and Dick Richards. Once Bond helped orchestrate public 
access as a mandatory concession for cable television in Atlanta, the show transitioned 
from radio to public access television. Both Bond and Potsy Duncan had been working 
with Access Atlanta, a local public access advocacy group, and they felt that it was 
their duty to fill the airwaves. This followed a similar pattern as New York City’s early 
public access, where video activists sought to expand cable as they produced for its 
access channels.55 As Potsy Duncan said, “We were determined to—once we got it 
in place—to be the first people to use it.”56 James Bond opened his basement to the 
show’s production, and he and Dick Richards acted as cohosts. Of  this core group, 
Richards was central to establishing the tone of  the show in alignment with queer 
sensibilities, since he both was openly gay and had developed relationships across the 
artistic and queer communities of  Atlanta. Potsy Duncan was brought on, in her words, 
to “run the camera.”57 Although Duncan was integral to the production and many 
more performers would cycle through the basement in those early years, the dominant 
description of  the show in my interviews was that it “just came out of  the minds of  
Dick and James.”58 Part of  this discourse comes from its radio show origins, and part 
from the creators’ position as cohosts. Nonetheless, the idea of  authorship of  this 
anything-goes, ostensibly egalitarian public access show necessitates further analysis.
 Through the discursive patterns evident in the interviews and in the few newspaper 
articles about the show, Bond and Richards are characterized as the authors.59 As 
such, they are constructed as the producers with the most agency in the show’s content, 
form, and tone. Although the interviewees also acknowledge Bond and Richards as 
mainstays, they agree that the production was extremely open, freewheeling, and 
spontaneous. Tom Zarilli describes the process this way: “You just kind of  show up 
down there [in Bond’s basement] and if  you have something to do, you go on and do 
it, and if  you didn’t have something to do, you just sit there and watch it.” Richards’s 
55 Harrington, “What’s All This.”
56 Potsy Duncan, interview by author, Atlanta, GA, July 27, 2012.
57 Ibid.
58 Oostingh interview; Zarilli interview.
59 Richard Zoglin, “Public Access TV Crude, Unimaginative,” Atlanta Constitution, August 25,1981; Oostingh inter-
view; Duncan interview; Zarilli interview.
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and Bond’s humor and sensibility were perceived as a guiding creative force for 
the show.60 The lauding of  the two men is qualified by a simultaneous disavowing 
of  any kind of  hierarchy that placed them at the top. This avowal-disavowal trope 
corresponds to the Hollywood production narratives John T. Caldwell articulates in 
his study Production Cultures. Caldwell writes of  attempts within commercial media 
productions to downplay hierarchical management in favor of  assertions of  creative 
freedom. Caldwell notes, “Despite efforts such as these [to mitigate this structure], most 
film/video shoots still re-create highly stratified militarist hierarchies with a command 
structure at top.”61 Bourdieu identifies a similar practice of  disavowal, writing: “The 
art business, a trade in things that have no price, belongs to the class of  practices in 
which the logic of  the pre-capitalist economy lives on (as it does, in another sphere, 
in the economy of  exchanges between the generations). These practices, functioning 
as practical negations, can only work by pretending not to be doing what they are 
doing.”62 Such a constellation of  positions—the disavowal of  overt authorship and 
its inherent hierarchization of  a production’s sense of  ownership, and the raising of  
collaborative creativity as a condition of  artistic legitimacy—aligns The American Music 
Show producers’ self-reflection with many other cultural producers’ narratives of  their 
work, particularly on a national and commercial level. Bourdieu’s theory identifies 
the contradictory or “pretending” structure of  a trade that, although it negates the 
business aspects of  its work in favor of  artistry, still is fundamentally concerned with 
commercial ends. This leads him to his definition of  symbolic capital that, in media 
cultures, has a particular relation to real capital. He writes, “ ‘Symbolic capital’ is to 
be understood as economic or political capital that is disavowed, misrecognized, and 
thereby recognized, hence legitimate, a ‘credit’ which, under certain conditions, and 
always in the long run, guarantees ‘economic’ profits.”63 Art is to be sold, even if  we are 
meant to forget that. The American Music Show, as I have shown, was never meant to be 
commercial. Yet it traded in symbolic rather than real capital, and subcultural values 
conferred worth on those working on the show among the “relevant beholders”—in 
this case, the hip taste-based community that they were a part of. Although money 
was not involved, there was nonetheless an economy of  exchange about which the 
participants were silent. As Reina Oostingh characterized it: “We just did it. It was 
fun. I mean nobody asked us to do this. It was just like, hey, kids, let’s do a show. 
But, no, no one got paid. There was no exchange of  money whatsoever for any of  
this.”64 The show and its producers viewed themselves, paradoxically, in opposition to 
commercial television while simultaneously often holding aspirations for commercial 
work or equivalent influence. 
 Although Tom Zarilli, Reina Oostingh, and Potsy Duncan dabbled in monetizing 
their work, the public access dictates of  the show removed it from the commercial 
realm. As a group and as individuals, these three workers dreamed of  breaking into 
60 Zarilli interview.
61 Caldwell, Production Cultures, 131.
62 Bourdieu, Field of Cultural Production, 74.
63 Ibid., 75.
64 Oostingh interview.
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comedy, created a sizzle reel to send to potential financial backers, and traveled to 
Minnesota to work with Fred Willard on a comedy show, but that was the extent of  
it.65 For the most part, the producers I interviewed characterized their work on The 
American Music Show as creative work and socialization that was pleasing and fulfilling. 
Their stock rose with the artistic and club subculture in Atlanta and with their friends, 
and the personnel (production workers) thereby gained symbolic capital. Regardless 
of  authorship attributions, which could have been (but were not) used to determine 
who might be entitled to real compensation if  the symbolic capital was monetized, 
economic gains were simply not part of  their thinking, at least as they remember their 
time on the show. The familiar elements of  production culture exchange—authorship, 
hierarchy, symbolic capital, social rather than economic compensation—are evident 
in The American Music Show, but the case study demonstrates a combination that was 
idiosyncratic but (considering forms like social media in future technologies) ahead 
of  its time. This free-labor volunteer production culture differs greatly from much 
commercial television production (from most work addressed thus far in production 
studies scholarship). The oral history of  The American Music Show affirms that in this 
case the disavowal of  hierarchies reflected the practices of  its production, if  not its 
authorship. Contemporary Hollywood production, according to Caldwell, was 
so hierarchical as to be on par with militarization. In opposition to this dominant 
commercial form, the crew on The American Music Show was structured by collaborative 
improvisation. Indeed, each producer I interviewed described the show in terms that 
connect to historical discourses of  artistic spontaneity, intuition, and experiential 
discovery. James Bond repeatedly described the process of  making the show as 
“spontaneous.” Reina Oostingh described most of  the work on the show as “ad-
libbing,” and Potsy Duncan said the production process was mostly “impromptu.”66 
The spirit of  improv was facilitated by the limitations of  noncommercial television, the 
social atmosphere of  the production, and the recruitment of  many early performers 
on the show from the local small-venue comedy troupe Red Meat and Sproutz (whose 
recruits included Tom Zarilli and Molli Worthington, whom most remember as 
being the standout improvisational performer). But such discourses of  spontaneity 
also reflect the fleeting singularity of  the production form itself  and, in the case of  
The American Music Show, its basis in a low-budget localized environment. Production 
concepts of  authorship, artistry, and subcultural capital frame exchange values in The 
American Music Show, and using them to identify the particular discursive manifestation 
of  the show gives a distinctive picture of  its cultural economy.
Spontaneity as Creativity and Do-It-Yourself Aesthetics. Although some 
performers like Zarilli prepared for the show’s taping, the standard element of  the 
show—Richards and Bond performing their hosting duties by sitting on a couch and 
interviewing a guest or character—was mostly performed on the fly with little to no 
preparation. This is acknowledged repeatedly in the interviews.67 Tom Zarilli was the 
65 Zarilli interview; Oostingh interview; Duncan interview.
66 Bond interview; Oostingh interview; Duncan interview.
67 Bond interview; Duncan interview.
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only producer I interviewed who discussed preparation and work in relation to what 
appeared in front of  the camera: “The characters [I created] took work because I 
really wanted to have something prepared, and I knew that it had to work well within 
the context of  the show.”68 He discussed appreciating the segments on the show that 
were “more than two people sitting on a couch,” but he also added that the segments 
of  people sitting on the couch “were good, too.”69 This was the only instance of  a 
challenge, however slight, to the “spontaneous creativity” discourse of  the show’s 
production. Significantly, Zarilli is the only interviewee who also performed below-
the-line cultural labor while working on the show: he managed a few clubs in the 
Atlanta area and often worked as a sound technician for acts that came through town. 
Only Zarilli hinted at a tension between craft and creativity, a position that aligns 
him with standard narratives of  craft versus artistry discourses in production studies, 
with the former often ascribed to or espoused by technicians. This slight challenge to 
the discourse of  spontaneity may also illustrate a difference wrought by the implied 
authorship of  Richards and Bond (which, as I argue later, grants them symbolic 
capital), whereas nonauthorial performers must labor a little more obviously to gain 
this capital.
 The discourse of  spontaneity in media production is associated with subcultural 
notions of  authenticity as a way to amass subcultural capital. Sarah Thornton notes, 
“Nothing depletes [subcultural] capital more than the sight of  someone trying too 
hard.”70 Thus, the blatant amateurism—furthered by the general eschewing of  
preparation on the show—helped establish the show’s subcultural bona fides. This 
cultivated authenticity that characterized the show also helped signify its appeal to 
a taste culture outside of  the mainstream. In the Atlanta Constitution in 1981, Richard 
Zoglin briefly reviewed the show: 
Then there is James Bond’s American Music Show. This weekly hour-long pro-
gram—which contains little music but much aimless conversation between 
Bond, co-host Dick Richards and assorted guests—is the only public-access 
series that is at least trying something in the way of  comedy. Most of  the 
time, however, it has the boring, self-indulgent pointlessness of  a group of  
bored kids on a Saturday afternoon. (In a typical episode, the cast and crew 
spend the hour asking each other where James Bond is. In his absence, host 
Richards puts up an old campaign poster of  Bond and proceeds to ask it 
questions.)71
Although the article further notes “for the record” that The American Music Show won 
the first annual Caber award for best independently produced series, Zoglin does 
so grudgingly.72 The relatively liberal Constitution is still a voice of  the mainstream 
establishment to whom The American Music Show was never meant to appeal. The 
68 Zarilli interview.
69 Ibid.
70 Thornton, Club Cultures, 12.
71 Zoglin, “Public Access TV, Crude.”
72 Ibid.
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award won is a footnote, one that none of  the producers brought up in their interviews, 
indicating its unimportance to the story of  The American Music Show. Far more important 
was the artistry, the creativity, the spontaneity, and the authenticity: characteristics that 
would appeal to the subculture in which it operated.
 The American Music Show’s spontaneity also operated in tandem with the do-it-
yourself  aesthetics of  the show, a deliberate choice given the availability of  studio 
training and space by Atlanta public access. In 1982–1983, some of  the crew of  
The American Music Show would also produce a studio show called Dance-O-Rama USA 
(People TV, 1982–1983), which drew influence from Soul Train (syndication, 1971–
2006) and American Bandstand (ABC, 1957–1987) with a do-it-yourself  Atlanta twist. 
The difference in preparation and aesthetic choice is clear in both the materials saved 
by host and producer Reina Oostingh and the contrast drawn between interviews with 
Oostingh and James Bond. Oostingh showed me the rundowns of  each episode of  
Dance-O-Rama USA, created in incremental segments that were necessary for planning 
shooting in the studio. She described spending hours at her day job as a lawyer filling 
them out.73 Unsurprisingly, no one I spoke to alluded to any such planning sheets 
for The American Music Show. James Bond described Dance-O-Rama USA as a “studio 
show” in such a way that clearly differentiated it from The American Music Show’s 
normal production in James Bond’s basement. Spatial differences abounded as well: 
the studio space was large and open, but James Bond’s basement studio was filled with 
overflowing bookshelves and old couches placed in front of  a variety of  television 
monitors, giving it a haphazard and amateurish look that fit with the tone and content 
of  the show (Figure 2). 
 The DIY aesthetics 
of  The American Mu-
sic Show matched the 
absurd, underplayed 
humor of  the content 
of  the show, but from 
the narratives of  the 
show’s production this 
was perceived as “just 
the way it was.” Just as 
the show is described 
as “James and Dick’s,” 
so too did the produc-
ers position the show’s 
style as an uninten-
tional but satisfactory effect of  their facilities. Zarilli described working among “starv-
ing artists” during this time: “There were always, like, two people on the verge of  
being evicted . . . or somebody coming over, like, ‘I haven’t eaten today. What do you 
have in your kitchen?’”74 This lent an air of  sacrificing material safety for one’s art, 
73 Oostingh interview.
74 Zarilli interview.
Figure 2. The basement studio. Potsy Duncan, Dick Richards, and un-
known. Courtesy of James Bond.
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a notion associated with romantic ideas of  artists. But The American Music Show didn’t 
have to be concerned with gathering funds or equipment. James had his own video 
camera and a basement that could work as a studio; thus, the DIY aesthetics were 
considered happenstance, not necessarily an artistic or political choice.75 The situ-
ation is at once a disavowal of  capitalist economic means and desires in the pursuit 
of  symbolic capital, combined with the reality of  the personnel living among young 
urban people trying to exist as artists and having difficulty making ends meet. In an 
era and place where such creatives could no longer logistically depart from civilization 
and capitalism to hone their artistry, forgoing a degree of  actual capital and safety 
became a way to feel like an artist.
The Promise of Exposure: Local Talent to National Celebrity. These DIY 
aesthetics, however, did not necessarily temper some producers’ expectations of  
recognition or wider exposure, given the optimistic promise associated with public 
access in the era. Oostingh and some of  her cohort had explicit expectations and in 
fact made a demo video to shop around to commercial television producers. Zarilli 
was less explicit but suggested that some expectations were never met, which led to 
disillusionment with the show and the promise of  public access as a launching point. 
He said of  his leaving the show: “I kind of  figured out with a lot of  things you do 
when you have no more expectations, a lot of  times your joy of  doing it falls off. And 
not that it’s not good to do it for expectations, but I think expectations really keep a 
lot of  things moving.”76 Zarilli seemed the most aware of  and affected by doing the 
work of  the show and trying to subsist while performing such unpaid creative labor. 
His expectations might imply a hope for the show to move to commercial television 
or evolve with public access to greater exposure, but he did not articulate what those 
expectations were. Moreover, the vagueness of  those expectations seems appropriate 
for the ill-defined openness that early public access seemed to provide.
 Notably, Zarilli was also the only producer I interviewed to use the term “revolution” 
in discussing the hope for public access. James Bond implicitly echoed this sensibility 
when he discussed the need for public access and why he worked so hard to make it 
available in Atlanta. Uniformly, the American Music Show producers viewed the current 
state of  public access as a sad comment on the promise it held in the 1980s. They 
lamented the lack of  original programming and the dearth of  local content, discussed 
their dismay that they today couldn’t even find the local access channel in Atlanta, 
and saw the supplanting of  public access’s original content with online video.77 Bond, 
who is still a member of  the board for People TV (the new moniker for Atlanta public 
access), railed against the fact that it had been eighteen months since the board met. 
Underlying this is a castigation of  the disconnect between local Atlanta culture and 
the media people can see in the city. In this sense, they were still strongly connecting to 
the original purpose of  public access. Although in the 1980s cable extended to only the 
northernmost, affluent areas of  the city, the producers’ stories of  The American Music 
75 Bond interview.
76 Zarilli interview.
77 Bond interview; Zarilli interview; Oostingh interview; Duncan interview.
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Show and their conception of  its cultural place paint the picture of  a strong mutual 
connection between The American Music Show and (at least parts of) Atlanta. So, by and 
large, the creative show didn’t “go” anywhere, either by “auditions” and the move into 
commercial exposure or by gradually building its audience.
 The clearest element of  this connection between the local and access television 
was evident in the relationship between the Atlanta music and club scene and the 
show. Although called The American Music Show, the show rarely featured earnest 
musical performances; those tended to appear on Dance-O-Rama USA. Instead, The 
American Music Show was a platform for ironic musical elements or sketches featuring 
local professional talent who also performed in local clubs. Acts that floated between 
live club shows and The American Music Show included the local band The Now 
Explosion, RuPaul, and The Singing Peek Sisters, a comedy and performance act 
that originated on The American Music Show and is one of  its most enduring legacies 
of  Atlanta’s queer subculture, as it has cycled through various drag iterations. Molli 
Worthington’s breakout character on The American Music Show was Wanda Peek, a surly, 
heavily made-up satire of  a “steel magnolia.” Soon after her appearance on the show, 
Duncan and Oostingh independently joined her as sisters Starla and LaShonda Peek. 
Duncan describes the act as exaggerated versions of  themselves with big blonde wigs 
and excessive makeup—a sort of  DIY fashion and makeup. “Some people thought 
we were drag queens,” she said.78 The Singing Peek Sisters performed both on The 
American Music Show and throughout Atlanta’s club scene, arguing, singing, dancing, 
lip-synching, and generally improvising performances of  (failed) overt femininity.79 
Wanda Peek also appeared on The American Music Show at the same time as an occasional 
interviewer and correspondent, reporting the news as she saw it and interviewing 
characters like Louis Farrakhan (as portrayed by a white man), and inviting her “sorry 
sisters” onto the show to hash out their latest squabbles or hawk their latest products, 
such as LaShonda’s “Pat Nixon Walking Dead Diet Plan.” The Peek Sisters, like 
most American Music Show characters, were underrehearsed, banking on improv and 
costuming to carry them through most segments.80 To a degree, this held also for the 
Peek Sisters’ live acts, such that Oostingh recalled a tap routine that they practiced the 
night before a show as being unusual.81 Overall, The Singing Peek Sisters followed the 
aesthetics of  spontaneity and DIY espoused by The American Music Show.
 Although the overlap between live shows in Atlanta clubs and performances on 
The American Music Show increased their notoriety within a certain artistic subculture in 
Atlanta, it was not so large as to negatively affect the more staid day jobs of  some of  
the producers. As noted earlier, Oostingh was a lawyer at the time:
I know, well [I am] 99 percent sure, that nobody at my place of  work was 
watching these shows which appeared on an obscure channel generally late 
at night, because I probably would have heard about it if  they had. Out of  
78 Duncan interview.
79 Oostingh interview.
80 Ibid.
81 Ibid.
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everyone working on these shows, I probably had the most serious job where 
it would not have been good for my boss or my coworkers to have seen me 
on any of  these shows. It would not have been good, but other than that, it’s 
hard to say.82 
Similarly, Councilman Bond faced some press scrutiny about his role on the show 
but still got reelected, although according to him, it may have helped that cable 
hadn’t reached his southern district at the time.83 While Bond says the show was very 
popular, both he and Zarilli describe public access productions as “narrowcasting.” 
Although they were using the term in relation to the localism of  all public access, the 
contemporary use of  the term relating to niche audiences often built around identity 
also applies. There were no ratings for public access, at least none that the producers of  
the show knew about, so any sense of  audience is anecdotal, subjective, and refracted 
through the lens of  memory. Oostingh said: “I think mostly the attitude was, ‘Nobody’s 
really paying attention to this. We can do whatever we want and get away with it.’”84 
Bond assesses the show’s popularity from getting recognized in the street for it and 
local newspaper coverage. Others focused on the fan mail, meager though it was, as a 
gauge of  popularity. Fan mail is also the reason that RuPaul, arguably the most famous 
drag queen in the world and a contemporary media mogul, first appeared on the show.
The RuPaul Story: Before He Was a Starbooty. RuPaul’s origin story with The 
American Music Show was repeated, almost verbatim, in all four of  my interviews and 
appears to be used as a gesture toward the show’s wider cultural influence. The story 
goes that in the early 1980s, while RuPaul was attending high school in Atlanta, he 
wrote a fan letter to The American Music Show saying he loved the show and thought he 
would fit in well with them.85 He was invited to be on the show—a flexibility provided 
by the core directive of  spontaneity—and appeared in bit roles, such as the hand model 
who flipped the pages in a segment mocking the various ads in a magazine (Figure 3).86 
Soon, RuPaul performed at one of  The Peek Sisters’ live shows in a fake testimonial for 
LaShonda Peek’s “Pat Nixon Walking Dead Diet Plan.” According to Reina Oostingh, 
this may have been RuPaul’s first public performance in drag.87 Over the following 
few years, he appeared on The American Music Show and had his own regular segment 
on Dance-O-Rama USA called “Learn a Dance with RuPaul and the U-Hauls.”88 Like 
many other performers in The American Music Show group, he also performed in clubs 
in the Atlanta area and filmed a few low-budget movies (the RuPaul Is: Starbooty! trilogy 
of  short films [ Jon Witherspoon, 1987]) with some of  The American Music Show crew. 
Among the four interviewees, they attribute to RuPaul any fame The American Music 
82 Ibid.
83 Bond interview.
84 Oostingh interview.
85 Bond interview; Duncan interview.
86 Oostingh interview.
87 Ibid.
88 Ibid.
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Show may claim (if  it can be 
said to have fame), and they 
unanimously identify RuPaul 
as the only performer who 
went on to “fame and fortune” 
after working on the show.89 
 RuPaul serves as a symbol 
of  legitimacy for the produc-
tion of  The American Music 
Show. The characteristics of  
the production analyzed here 
allowed for RuPaul to get his 
start in television and helped 
pave the way for his future 
celebrity. He’s a pass code of  
recognition, a name multitudes more people will recognize than The American Music 
Show, Dick Richards, or even James Bond (well, Atlanta’s James Bond, at least). But 
he also represents a case of  the successful fulfillment of  the promise of  public access. 
Where else could a young drag queen in Atlanta in the 1980s get regular exposure 
and on-camera experience by performing on television? What other avenue for out-
sider expression would value and valorize the club and gay subculture in which Ru-
Paul honed his act and persona? Even as identity and expression were experiencing 
heretofore unseen levels of  fluidity and openness as Atlanta was caught in its 1980s 
transition, it was still a Southern city in what many would consider the Bible Belt of  
America. Being queer was still dangerous, and performing one’s queerness was an act 
of  transgression, albeit one that was accepted in the subculture to which The American 
Music Show spoke. 
 I asked all my interviewees whether issues of  race or sexuality were contentious, 
either among the show’s producers or between the producers and the audience or 
public access regulators. Each interviewee looked a little nonplussed at the question 
and responded strongly in the negative. Bond definitively said no, there were no issues 
arising from the multiracial group that included prominent queer creators, and he 
did not elaborate on any cultural discord or its influence on the production culture.90 
Zarilli discussed his own proclivity for dressing in drag on the show despite being 
straight, and both he and Duncan offhandedly described the show as increasingly gay 
as it progressed.91 Oostingh articulated the idea of  the show as narrowcasting to the 
more diverse and tolerant publics in Atlanta: “I think that by the time we were doing 
these shows in the early ’80s it was no big deal to anybody to have people in drag or 
you know, whatever. Maybe they would have objected to it at the Piedmont Driving 
Club [a rich, white, “old South” institution].”92 This openness was part of  the “that’s 
89 Ibid.
90 Bond interview.
91 Zarilli interview; Duncan interview.
92 Oostingh interview.
Figure 3. RuPaul as a hand model, holding MAD Magazine on The 
American Music Show, People TV, circa 1982.
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just how it was” attitude many of  the producers displayed toward The American Music 
Show. RuPaul didn’t have an “agent” who got him in. He took The American Music Show’s 
aesthetic and commodified all the elements—spontaneity, DIY, and a more assertive 
approach to authorship than the show usually had—as he developed his persona. The 
culture of  production on The American Music Show and the subculture of  Atlanta with 
which it overlapped were recognized by the show’s personnel as necessary conditions 
for the RuPaul origin story, and, reciprocally, his story enhances the reputation of  a 
show that today is largely forgotten.
Conclusion: “I Watch The American Music Show!” There are currently 
almost twenty minutes of  supercuts available on YouTube of  celebrities, both local 
and national, saying, “I watch The American Music Show!,” but very few of  them ever 
appeared on the show beyond that exclamation, and still fewer of  these celebrities are 
likely to remember even saying the tagline. So what is the legacy of  the early years of  
the show and its production? For the individual producers their time with the show 
was a fleeting but fulfilling instance of  creative freedom, a show ahead of  its time. The 
last element of  this description alludes to the double-edged sword of  this historical 
moment in public access. Atlanta and The American Music Show benefited from being 
in the right place at the right time in 1980 to launch the production. However, the 
openness of  public access that show producers used to put their spontaneous DIY 
show on the air was also perhaps thirty years ahead of  the wave of  popularity (and 
increased distribution) such humor would find in Cartoon Network’s Adult Swim 
programs like Tim and Eric Awesome Show, Great Job! (Cartoon Network, 2007–) or web 
series that trade on awkward, meandering interviews like Between Two Ferns with Zach 
Galifianakis (FunnieOrDie.com, 2008–). There is a surprisingly large video archive of  
The American Music Show segments on YouTube, but most are from the mid-1980s or 
later.93 These videos would fit right in among Funny or Die’s content or as Adult Swim 
bumpers transitioning between commercial breaks. The American Music Show represents 
a unique expression of  a local moment of  subcultural artistic expression in Atlanta, one 
of  promise and openness and freedom, of  spontaneity and creativity. Yet it is precisely 
its close ties to that defining moment in public access and cable history that allow 
for its example to shed light on larger themes of  public television history and media 
production studies. It was not as deliberately avant-garde as TV Party on New York 
cable access, but The American Music Show speaks to a similar moment of  opportunity 
for cable access and with a similar end: as a footnote in the aborted revolution of  
television. However, The American Music Show represents a particular example in its 
particular localism and its ties to Atlanta’s particular identity in the 1980s that resulted 
in a show ahead of  its time in terms of  comedy, the aesthetics of  spontaneity, and, 
through RuPaul in particular, its queer appeal. ✽
93 This might be because Dick Richards is the main curator of these videos, and his prominence centralized and 
expanded after Bond left the show. Richards was unavailable for interview and did not respond to my attempts at 
correspondence.
